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FOOTMARK SMOOTH RED

”A warm and succulent red wine”

Story Footmark Smooth Red is always a blend of several grape varieties
of South African wines. Several varieties bring depth and nuance to the wine.
This red wine also typically contains some residual sugar, which makes it
pleasantly soft and round. Wine grapes come from WO Western Cape-grade
regions. The wine is packaged in a light glass bottle and suits vegans. In
addition, the product is locally certified by Sustainability&Integrity in South
Africa. This soft red wine is well-suited for barbecue evenings as well as
conversations by the fireplace. Norex Selected Brands is a Finnish family
business, who owns the Footmark brand. Norex’s long experience as a
connoisseur of Finnish wine tastes provides the basis for the production of
Footmark wines in cooperation with quality, with environmentally conscious
wine producers.

Producer Norex Selected Brands is a Finnish family-owned
company that has understood the preferences of Finnish beverage
enthusiasts since 1981. Through its own brands, Norex Selected Brands
produces high-quality alcoholic beverages for Finnish consumers. The
products consistently maintain excellent quality, and the production process
aims to incorporate environmentally friendly solutions.

COLOR Ruby Red

AROMA Cherries can be spotted in the fragrance, raspberries,
lingonberries, dark plums, cinnamon and leather

TASTE Full-bodied, soft tannins, lingonberry, notes of strawberry and
spices

TIPS FOR USE Suitable as a social wine, but also for pasta, barbecue
dishes, white meat and cheeses.

WINE TYPE Red wines
GRAPES Cinsault 60%

Shiraz 20%
Merlot 20%

MANUFACTURER Norex Selected
Brands

ALCOHOL
CONTENT

13,5%

SUGAR CONTENT 13 g/l

PACKAGE SIZE 12
bottle(s)

BOTTLE CLOSING Screw cap
BOTTLE SIZE 0,75 l
PRODUCT
NUMBER

225020
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